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AI
Where we are, where we’re going, Watson, Vocalize



Why AI?

To help humanity.

Better accomplish humankind’s goals in mathematics, exploration, medicine, energy, 
finance, war.

It’s freakin’ awesome.



What is AI?

Artificial:  A non-biological something created by someone. Often composed of metals 
and electricity.

Intelligence:  Evolving, accumulated, unique and strange. The mind is an abstract 
result of biology, exhibits many characteristics, and always includes an element of 
unpredictability. 

Artificial Intelligence:  Intelligence exhibited by machines. 

Software that is able to write software.



History
Pre 20th Century:  AI exists in very primitive format.

1940’s:  AI becomes a research focus with the advent of computing.

1950’s:  Turing Test

Dartmouth 1956:  AI Conference declares “every aspect of learning or any other 
feature of intelligence can be so precisely described that a machine can be made to 
simulate it"

70’s:  AI Winter (loss of funding, lack of achievements

80’s - 90’s:   Boom & bust, Expert systems (Deep Blue)

00’s:  Increase in academic research, funding, hype.



Why is this time different?



Industry Optimism
1958, H. A. Simon and Allen Newell: "within ten years a digital computer will be the world's chess champion" and 
"within ten years a digital computer will discover and prove an important new mathematical theorem."[59]

1965, H. A. Simon: "machines will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a man can do."[60]

1967, Marvin Minsky: "Within a generation ... the problem of creating 'artificial intelligence' will substantially be 
solved."[61]

1970, Marvin Minsky (in Life Magazine): "In from three to eight years we will have a machine with the general 
intelligence of an average human being.
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Problems
“The human brain is the most complex object in the universe”

“Build a computer that can multiply two ten-digit numbers in a split second—incredibly easy. Build one that can 
look at a dog and answer whether it’s a dog or a cat—spectacularly difficult.”

“Donald Knuth puts it, “AI has by now succeeded in doing essentially everything that requires ‘thinking’ but has 
failed to do most of what people and animals do ‘without thinking.’”
Moravec's paradox







Why is this time different?



Latest Estimates
“Assuming no global catastrophe halts progress…[we believe] we will have superhuman artificial intelligence 
within the first third of the next century. (1997)”

Respondents assigned a median 50% probability to the possibility that machine superintelligence will be 
invented within 30 years (~2070) of the invention of approximately human-level machine intelligence (2040) 
(survey conducted in 2014).

“The human brain contains about 10^11 neurons...each neuron is 5*10^3 synapses, and signals transmitted 
about 10^2 Hz. Each signal contains, say, 5 bits. This equals 10^17 ops.”

“If we need 100 Tflops to simulate the human brain then the required computational power will be reached 
sometime between 2004 and 2008, and mainstream computing about a decade later.”

Nick Bostrom







Lily pads
The number of lily pads on a pond double every day.  It takes 30 days from the start for 
the pond to be fully covered in lily pads.  On what day is half the pond covered in lily 
pads?

Day 29.





ANI that exhibits ‘generalism’



IBM Watson
Watson is a cognitive technology that can think like a human.  Watson is available as a set of open APIs and SaaS 
products.

Provides common AI technologies as web services such as voice-to-text, text-to-voice, and conversational 
utilities (the backend).

Allows us to build common tools and make use of an intelligence platform that can analyze data and respond 
accordingly.
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Vocalize

Build a website by talking to it.





Building Vocalize
Frontend constructed in HTML, CSS in the Ruby on Rails framework.

Connected to Watson via Ruby backend.  Voice & conversational interface is operated via javascript.  Voice audio 
is parsed, packaged, sent to Watson and returned are text and conversational transcripts.

Watson STT, TTS, Conversation

Problems

Too much back and forth with Watson (several API calls per interaction).  
Latency in conversational experience.  
More general backend tools to enhance conversation.



Goals

Today:  create website easily, give developers code

2017:  create dynamic, marketing-style CMS driven websites through functional coding 
paradigms.

2018: Vocalize is working with developers to build websites based on human language 
inputs.  Data acquisition from developers.  Neural network improves code ability.  
(think like Sublime text autocomplete for CSS).

2020:  Vocalize able to program full websites based off human language.



vocalize.responsive.co

- Request updates on vocalize
- Open source stuff
- Slide deck
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